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Plumbing Contractors of America, the Manufacturer/Supplier Council, the Mechanical Contracting Education
and Research Foundation and the National Certified Pipe Welding Bureau.
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June 4, 2013
The Honorable Richard Hanna, Chairman The Honorable Grace Meng, Ranking Member Subcommittee
on Contracting and Workforce House Small Business Committee United States House of Representatives
Washington DC 20515
Subject: MCAA’s Statement for the Record on the hearing, Building America: Challenges for Small
Construction Contractors, May 23, 2013
Dear Mr. Hanna and Ms. Meng:
Please accept this letter as the formal statement for the record for the hearing you held on May 23,
2013, referenced above.
The Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA) represents over 2,500 specialty
construction businesses nationwide that operate across the full spectrum of mechanical construction
public and private sector markets nationwide. MCAA members are engaged in heavy industrial,
institutional, public facility, commercial and residential new construction, service and maintenance, and
energy efficiency retrofit projects of all types. MCAA members perform mechanical systems
construction, plumbing and hvac system installation, and mechanical and plumbing service and
maintenance projects of all types.
MCAA member companies perform those types of projects variously as either prime contractors with
public and private projects owners, or as subcontractors to primes contractors on various projects.
Moreover, MCAA’s membership is comprised primarily of small business firms, but a substantial number
also have progressed from small business status to larger annual dollar volume operations. In all, MCAA
member firms understand the broad purpose of the Small Business Committee’s mission with respect to
Federal construction contracting from both the prime contractor and subcontractor perspectives, and
respectfully commend the committee for its work in recent years in enacting several constructive
good‐government reforms in the Federal construction market.
The topics of the hearing on May 23rd continue in that line of good‐government, transparent contracting
reforms that is essential for the goals of the committee and the overall responsibility of oversight of the
construction procurement process for the benefit of small business and the efficiency of agency
construction program effectiveness.
MCAA fully supports all four topics on the hearing docket and suggested reforms embodied in them plus
an additional item in Point 5 below.
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1
The Security in Bonding Act of 2013, H. R. 776 ‐ MCAA joins with the great many other
construction prime contractor and subcontractor groups in commending Representative Hanna for
recognizing that the procedures under the Miller Act that permit individual surety bonds should be
reformed to prevent loss to the Government and injury to subcontractors and suppliers in the event that
a non‐corporate surety bond is accepted and not backed by sufficient assets to meet the bond
obligation. MCAA agrees with the broad industry consensus that the integrity of the surety bonds on a
Federal project is key to taxpayer and agency protections and prevention of loss and competitive
impairment for subcontractors and suppliers on those projects, who don’t have the protections of
mechanics’ liens and must rely on the assets backing the bonds to prevent losses in the event of prime
contractor defaults. This is a good‐government reform that strengthens the Federal construction
procurement process for all stakeholders.
2
Lower‐tier subcontracting goal credits ‐ MCAA also agrees with the proposal to allow covered
construction prime contractors and subcontractors to take small business subcontracting goal credits for
lower‐tier subcontracting awards, which serves the overall interests of the government’s small business
goals while at the same time allowing agency projects to also benefit from project performance
flexibility. With added safeguards against double counting by prime contractors and subcontractors for
the same lower‐tier awards, the Subcommittee’s proposal is a win/win/win proposal for agency
projects, the national small business contracting goals, and small business primes and subcontractors at
all tiers.
3
Two‐step design/build procurement methods ‐ MCAA also commends the Subcommittee for
looking into ways to modulate the growing use of design/build procurement, to continually monitor the
growing use of alternative procurement methods to make sure that small businesses and government
agencies are both being well served by procurement procedures in the interests of the agency programs
overall and small business and the taxpayers in general. MCAA supports the Subcommittee’s proposal to
make sure that agencies adhere to the two‐step design/build procedures, and short list no more than 5
design/build teams after the initial responses to the request for qualifications, unless there is a specific
justification for short‐listing more teams. The significant shift of direct Federal construction
procurement from low‐bid selection (now only 10% of dollar volume) to negotiated selections
procedures – design/build chief among those (now fully 90% of overall dollar volume – perhaps more for
some agencies) should be a continual subject for examination for the committee’s procurement
jurisdiction. See Point 5 below.
4
Ban internet reverse auctions for construction prime contractor low‐bid selection ‐ MCAA
commends the Subcommittee for finally acting on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ recommendation,
after the USACE pilot study conducted in 2004, that agencies abjure altogether the use of internet
reverse auctions for direct Federal construction prime contractor low‐bid selection decisions. As the
USACE duly noted after comprehensive study, there are no provable project cost advantages from
reverse auctions (a form of open electronic bid shopping of the prime contractor’s initial bid), exposing
the agency to only significant project drawbacks from an exposed bid shopping system that forfeits all
the beneficial discipline of the sealed, low‐bid system. Imprudent bidding is engendered by open bid
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shopping at the prime contract level, and the agency and prime contractors and subcontractors alike,
small business and otherwise, are detrimentally exposed to predatory prime bidders that would buy the
job, and then make up for the lack of discipline in subcontract bid shopping, substitutions, claims and
disputes. In those cases, the project suffers and so do all of the project participants.
Virtually all construction prime contract and subcontractor groups join in supporting the USACE and now
the Subcommittee’s proposal to ban internet reverse auctions for construction low‐bid prime contractor
selection procedures. Attached is MCAA’s policy statement against low bid auction procedures, which is
typical of many industry group statements. (Attachment 1).
MCAA commends the Subcommittee for acting on the USACE recommendations, and accepting USACE’s
fact‐based, and evidence‐based, analytical procedure backing up their recommendation and the
Subcommittee action. MCAA also would recommend that procedure with rigorous, fact‐based analysis
for other procurement reforms proposals, notably the subcontractor bid listing proposal discussed in
Point 5 below.
So, MCAA is in full support of the subjects and types of analysis proposed for the procurement reforms
that were subjects of discussion at the May 23rd hearing, except one. MCAA would respectfully request
that the Subcommittee take up consideration of H.R. 1942, the Construction Quality Assurance Act of
2013, which would inhibit the universally condemned practices of subcontract bid shopping and bid
peddling on direct Federal prime contractor low‐bid selection procedures.
5
Include H.R. 1942, subcontract bid listing in the Subcommittee’s positive reforms – MCAA
would urge the Subcommittee to formally consider adding H.R. 1942, the subcontractor bid listing
reforms, to its set of proposals to benefit small business and agency procurement programs. H.R. 1942 is
fully consistent with the proposed ban on internet reverse auctions for prime contractor low‐bid
selection, and shares in all the basic reasons cited in the USACE report. That is, imprudent and predatory
bidding procedures are just as detrimental at the subcontract level as they are at the prime contract
level, and all the detrimental impacts that devolve onto the agency project and the taxpayers are
identical in both types of abuses.
In fact, all the prime contract and subcontractor groups that join in opposing internet reverse auctions
(electronic bid shopping at the prime contract level) join together in a statement in the Guidelines for a
Successful Construction Project (Attachment 2), condemning post‐award prime contractor subcontract
bid shopping and bid peddling as “abhorrent” business practices that are detrimental to successful
project performance. And, the American Society of Professional Estimators condemns the practice as
unethical (Attachment 3).
However, anomalously, when it comes to legislating against the universally reviled practice, with a
long‐overdue good‐government, transparent contracting reform, it is only the prime contractor group,
primarily Associated General Contractors of America, that breaks ranks and pleads administrative
inconvenience on behalf of the agencies. At other times, AGC has said there is no proof of the
prevalence of the abuses, begging the question then, what need of general industry guidelines and
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statements against the "abhorrent" practices, not to mention why do some 13 states and other state
agencies adopt bid listing practices in the face of these evidentiary red herrings?
At the May 23rd hearing, the AGC representative also made some factually incorrect objections as well in
response to a question from Ranking Member Meng on the advisability of bid listing. It was said that the
General Services Administration had adopted the proposed bid listing protection for only some 5 or 6
years. In fact it was 20 years, from 1963 to 1983. Also, it was said that there were unspecified yet
innumerable contract protests relating solely to the bid listing process. In fact, a review of the regulatory
record relating to these issues back in 1977 reveals that may of those protests related to other contract
specification issues as well. Moreover, a review of some of the GAO protests shows that several were
the result of the of the failure of contracting officer to put the bid listing requirements in the contract
specifications in the first place, hardly an argument against the substance of the procedure.
Furthermore, the period of time mentioned – pre‐1983, was one of highly adversary contracting
relations between prime contractors and agencies, going well beyond just bid listing, and giving rise to a
number of contracting reform efforts, including the 1984 Competition in Contracting Act and agency
Partnering initiatives as well.
The overall point is that the opponents of bid listing, proponents of leeway to engage in post‐award bid
shopping and peddling, succeed too often in raising time worn objections to subcontract bid listing that
are just that, and are now long surpassed by events and contracting practices. For example, the
objections to bid listing on the basis of administrative inconvenience is relevant to industry practices as
they were in 1983 – when all projects were low‐bid, but today just 10% of contract value is awarded on
a low‐bid basis ‐rather than those that prevail today. Even in the regulatory comment file back then in
1977, not all General Services Administration regional officials opposed the subcontract bid listing
procedures, and in fact some said they thought it was an effective deterrent to post‐award bid shopping
by unscrupulous prime contractors. Other GSA region comments objected only to administrative
inconvenience, not the substance or effectiveness of bid listing, which was based on the fact that back
then all awards were low‐bid awards.
Another frequently raised red herring is that bid listing interferes with the prime contractor’s ability to
vet the performance ability and qualifications of prospective subcontractors before entering into a
subcontract with that firm. Again, that’s an overstatement at best, as industry best practices require
that the prime contractor vet the prospective subcontractor’s performance record, bonding capacity
and qualifications in the pre‐bidding prequalification process, well before relying on their subbid in
submitting the sealed bid to the owner. It is unassailable that most major prime contractors prequalify
their subs before the bidding process begins. (In fact, after the bid opening, H.R. 1942 allows ample
leniency for changed conditions allowing proper substitutions, except for post‐award bid shopping and
bid peddling.)
Again, this facile objection begs the question, if subcontractor bid listing is an obstacle to subcontractor
qualification procedures, then why do some 13 states and other agencies hazard these problems, or
how do they meet them? The answer is plain, the problem is chimerical, or at least entirely avoidable by
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pre‐bidding prudence; the objection serves merely as a roadblock to reforms that would present a
hindrance to post‐award bid shopping and bid peddling – scourges of fair prime contractors and
subcontractors and successful projects. In fact, some agencies that use subcontract bid listing today
attest to its effectiveness in making timely responsibility determinations, and avoiding disputes and
claims.
See Attachment 4, letters from the Missouri Department of Administration, the California Department
of General Services, and Los Angeles Unified School District all lauding the effectiveness of bid listing
requirements like H.R. 1942, and answering all the various objections raised above. These letters were
submitted to MCAA in response to questions relating to H.R. 1778 in the 112th Congress, which is
identical to H.R. 1942 in the 113th Congress.
As set out above, in 1984 Congress enacted the Competition in Contracting Act to get away from the
myriad of problems stemming from exclusive use of low‐bid prime contractor selection procedures, and
the pendulum swung from 100% low‐bid in 1983, to just around 10% ($ volume) low‐bid in 2013. Some
would say that there is a now an overreliance on use of negotiated selection procedures by some
agencies, and that a return to better balance with use of low‐bid selection may be in the taxpayer’s best
interest. MCAA agrees with that analysis.
In 1984, Congress allowed agencies to walk or run away from the low‐bid system – and they did.
Congress did not then go back to address and remedy the underlying problems with the low‐bid system
that would permit a restoration of a more cost‐effective balance between use of negotiated selection
procedures for projects of appropriate scope, and the use of an amended low‐bid system for jobs that
would not otherwise warrant the added expense and administrative overhead of negotiated selection
procedures. So again here, the administrative convenience argument too may have turned 180 degrees
since 1983. Now, some agencies negotiate virtually all projects above the $1 million threshold, requiring
a degree of administrative attention far greater than sealed bid, price‐only selection procedure. If H.R.
1942 were enacted to stem some of the prominent abuses in the low‐bid market, price‐only procedures
may again be used more frequently by agencies, thus saving administrative expense of the contract
negotiation selection process and thereby promote cost‐effective, successful project outcomes.
Finally, as mentioned previously, some 13 states use a type of bid listing for their construction
procurement programs. Some others have sub bid depositories, or even more stringent and protective
separate prime contracting laws to remedy construction prime contractor and subcontractor selection
abuses on their public construction projects. Attachment 5 below details the latest of these state
adoptions. Just last week in Wisconsin the state budget resolution put in place a very effective and
stringent sub‐bid depository law to stem bid shopping abuses – and the reforms were supported by the
entire industry – prime contractors and subcontractors alike.
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In conclusion, MCAA respectfully requests that the Subcommittee open up consideration of the
construction procurement reforms discussed on May 23rd with a view to incorporate H.R. 1942 in that
legislative proposal banning Internet reverse auctions.
Respectfully submitted,

John McNerney, General Counsel MCAA

Attachments:
1. MCAA Statement on the Use of Internet Reverse Auctions for Construction Services
2. Guideline on Bid Shopping and Bid Peddling
3. The American Society of Professional Estimators Code of Ethics
4. State Agency Letters
4.1 State of Missouri Office of Administration letter, dated March 5, 2012
4.2 California Department of General Services letter, dated July 30, 2012
4.3 Los Angeles Unified School District Office of Government Relations letter, dated March 19, 2012
5. Wisconsin single prime contracting and sub‐bid depositary budget legislation
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MCAA Statement on the Use of
Internet Reverse Auctions
For Construction Services
MCAA considers the use of Internet reverse auctions for procurement of construction services to be
problematic for owners and contractors alike.
While most applications of various e-commerce and Internet use (project websites, for example) have
demonstrated or hold great promise for productivity and service improvements for owners and the
industry at large, the same can not be said for Internet reverse auctions. MCAA considers them to be little
more than a form of electronic bid shopping; that is, disclosing the proprietary bid price of a competitor to
all others for the purpose of obtaining even lower bids.
While reverse auctions may be judged appropriate by some owners for certain well defined projects on a
case-by-case basis, an across-the-board policy dictating reverse auction, price-only selection for all
projects would be just as short sighted as dictating a single type of project delivery system for projects of
all types.
MCAA, along with the industry overall, long ago recognized the long-term detrimental impact of an
across-the-board policy of low-bid, price-only selection criteria, and the bid shopping and chopping
practices that are inherent in that system and undermine project success, such as: fragmented scopes of
work and scope disputes, unnecessary changes and inordinate delays, and overhead waste relating to
defensive contract administration, claims, disputes and lawsuits.
In fact, many of the innovations in construction procurement, contracting and project administration over
the past 20 years have been in direct response to the inefficiencies that stem from low-bid, price-only
selection criteria. Those innovations include value-based selection criteria, careful past performance
evaluations, prequalification screening of competitors, project partnering, integrated project contracting
and delivery systems, design-build services delivery, and other positive contract administration
procedures, including dispute avoidance mechanisms and measures to reduce project dispute overhead
costs. Overall, these developments have represented a better investment in overall project quality and
life-cycle cost effectiveness.
Unfortunately, Internet reverse auctions can be seen as a way to adapt new technology to return to
many of the problems of the past and give back the project efficiency gains that have resulted from
innovative, value-added contracting procedures. Nevertheless, given recent experience with reverse
auctions, MCAA members have encountered certain approaches that tend to ameliorate the more
difficult aspects of the process as discussed below.
> Well-defined scope of work - Reverse auctions are least likely to lead to problem jobs in those cases
where the owner has firm, detailed design drawings and specifications. Recent studies strongly indicate
that project planning up front is the best predictor of project success and problem avoidance.
> Use of best-value prequalification criteria - Best-value prequalification criteria should be rigorously
applied. The criteria should include demonstrated superior past performance related to project
performance overall, including cost and schedule delivery, project safety experience, workforce training
and development investments, and project management and site supervision expertise relating to
equipment purchasing and other aspects of contract administration.
> Transparency of auction procedures - The reverse auction procedures should provide maximum
transparency in the interest of fairness for all competitors. The identity of all participants should be
disclosed, as well as the dollar amount and ranking of all bids. Similarly, the owner should disclose the
existence and amount of any reserved price above which the project would not be let. Just as laws
pertaining to the auctions of goods are designed to protect fairness in the process and prevent fraud

and abuse, the owner and Internet service provider for reverse auctions of construction contracts
should make sure that all competitors are extended the same privileges under the auction rules.

> Provide adequate procedures for redress of errors - The auction procedures should provide careful
safeguards against both imprudent and administrative mistakes in bidding, as overall project success is
strongly compromised by mistakes in selection decisions. Even at this early stage, it is widely recognized
that the reverse auction process often tempts hasty and imprudent bidding given the tight time frame and
competitive context of the auction procedure. The industry recognizes that selection based on competitive
frenzy as opposed to more discerning judgment is a high risk factor for project success. Bid decrements
and the time intervals for bid adjustments should be appropriate for the scope and size of the project.
Clerical mistakes also should be excused in the auction process in the manner of treatment of those
mistakes in the sealed bidding context. Overall the owner should not design the process as though
construction service auctions can be conducted in the same way as commodities procurement.
> Provide adequate safeguards against other abuses - The reverse auction procedures should also
contain adequate safeguards against fraud and abuse, including express warranties against fictitious
("phantom bidders") bidders and other conditions that would constitute fraud in the inducement of the
contract award. Moreover, any procedure for post-bid negotiated awards should be disclosed up front
so competitors can fairly judge whether they can afford to compete. Similarly, if post-bid price
increases are to be permitted, that too should be disclosed up front.
> Policy reservations - Notwithstanding adherence to the suggestions listed above, MCAA member
experience suggests that reverse auctions remain a relatively new, untested and unproven method
to actually lower construction costs without compromising project success.
MCAA contractor experience with Internet reverse auctions suggests that the last bid in a reverse auction
is not always the lowest and best price that may have been submitted even under sealed bidding
procedures. Owners should be aware that a comparison of the opening bid with the last bid is not a valid
indicator of actual cost savings on the project. Moreover, while open competition is good policy
generally, even with careful prequalification screening, the auction process prompts fast and furious
competitive judgments more than prudent decision-making. Negative experiences could significantly
shrink the pool of willing competitors, and deliver negative project outcomes.
In conclusion, early experience suggests that the risks of mistakes, misjudgments and the added costs
of Internet services may well in many cases outweigh the perceived costs savings realized through the
use of reverse auctions.
MCAA will continue to monitor experience with reverse auctions for a continuing factual
assessment of their costs and benefits and effect on project outcomes.
Footnote - This statement does not address the many ways that public and private contracting practices
vary with respect to contractor selection rules and procedures generally and reverse auctions in
particular. In the main, Federal, state, and local open competition/sealed bidding rules prohibit reverse
auctions for construction. The Federal procurement policy is to continue to use sealed bidding/competitive
negotiations without price disclosure for construction services, even though one agency has
Congressional authorization to test pilot reverse auctions. Another agency is attempting to categorize
some construction/repair/alteration projects as "commercial items" to avoid construction procurement
rules. At the state level, a growing number of states are amending procurement laws to permit reverse
auctions for commodities, but are careful to rule out reverse auctions for construction services.
Approved by the MCAA Board of Directors, February 28, 2004

